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T
he low shear stress at the bottom of ice stream B suggested
by soft subglacier sediment samples acquired by the Cali-

fornia Institute of Technology near UpB Camp (Engelhardt et
al. 1990) and recent theoretical analyses of transverse profiles
of velocity across the ice stream (Echelmeyer et al. in press;
van der Veen and Whilans in press) indicate that the margins
of the ice stream probably play a significant role in its force
balance, perhaps exerting more drag on the ice stream than
the bed itself. Because the ice stream is wide relative to its
thickness (the ratio is roughly 35:1), this situation would
require a large shear stress at the margins of the ice stream,
large enough that the effects of strain heating there should be
detectable by temperature measurements within the ice. The
most important unknowns are the rate of convergence of ice
into the ice stream (the rate controls the residence time of the
ice in the active part of the margins), the stability of the posi-
tions of the margins, and the shear stress itself. These ideas are
being examined on ice stream B by a program of temperature
measurements in the margins and a surveying program to
improve our knowledge of the rate of convergence of the ice
into the ice stream. The work began in the south margin near
UpB Camp in 1992-1993 and continued
at OutB in 1993-1994.

Severe crevassing in the margins
posed a major challenge to drilling opera--40
tions, which were performed with the	0
California Institute of Technology hot-
water rig. A careful program of probing	50and subsurface exploration of buried
crevasses was required during both sea-
sons to find a safe route for the drill rig	1 00
and a safe location for it as close to the
margin stream as possible. From the rig	150
(located to the south of the margin in
1992-1993 and to the north in 1993-	200
1994), 1-2 kilometers of hot-water hose %E.
was dragged into the chaotic crevasses of	250the margin, where the drilling was per-
formed with a light hose-handling winch
and a single heater, which was used to C3 300
boost the temperature of the water arriv-
ing from the distant drill rig.	 350

Six holes were drilled in 1993-1994,
which, along the three drilled in	400
1992-1993, complete a transverse profile
across the south margin of the ice	450stream. All holes were drilled to interme-
diate depths in an area where the ice
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the inner part of the margin (Echelmeyer and Harrison 1993)
show a rather different behavior from the others; this behav-
ior probably indicates a different origin for the ice. The main
features at the other sites are illustrated by the figure. Site
"Stage" is off the ice stream, about 900 m south of the south-
ern (outer) edge of the margin; "Lost Love" and "Chaos" are in
the margin, about 350 and 1,000 m north of its southern edge,
respectively. There are two obvious features to the data. First,
the upper layer of the ice within the margin (represented by
"Lost Love" and "Chaos") is much colder than the ice off the
ice stream ("Stage"). Second, below about 200 m depth
(where the effect of the cold surface layer is negligible), the
situation is reversed: the warmest ice is found farthest into
the ice stream. The first effect must be due to the ponding of
cold winter air in the multitude of chaotic crevasses pervad-
ing the margin; the thickness of the cold layer can be inter-
preted in terms of the residence time of the ice in the margin.
The second effect must be the strain heating that we were
seeking; a column of ice flowing into the margin from the side
warms in proportion to its residence time in the high stress
and strain rate fields there.
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The temperatures in the three holes in Temperature at three sites near the outer edge of the south margin of ice stream B.
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Interpretation is still in progress, but preliminary results
indicate that the heating rate implies high shear stress, high
enough to be important in the force balance of the ice stream
as predicted. A quantity that will be useful in the analysis, par-
ticularly in the question of the stability of the margin, is a direct
measurement of the rate of flow of the ice into it; this measure-
ment should result from a surveying program still in progress.

We are grateful for the support of the personnel from
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tion grant OPP 91-22783.
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Progress in ice-stream basal modeling
RICHARD B. ALLEY, Earth System Science Center and Department of Geosciences, Pennsylvania State University,

University Park, Pennsylvania 16802

traverse down the flank of ridge BC and onto ice stream
West Antarctica, shows a fivefold reduction in gravita-

tional driving stress, an order-of-magnitude decrease in basal
shear stress, but an increase in ice velocity by two orders of
magnitude (Shabtaie and Bentley 1987; Whillans and Van der
Veen 1993). Extreme basal lubrication beneath the ice stream
is the only physically plausible explanation.

Predictive models of the antarctic ice sheet and other
past or present ice sheets must address this remarkable
behavior, a task made difficult by our lack of data about basal
conditions. Here, I summarize some recent advances leading
toward a model of efficient basal lubrication. Notice that fast
iceflow is not synonymous with efficient basal lubrication—
east antarctic and Greenlandic outlet glaciers and ice streams
achieve high velocities largely through internal deformation
of the ice owing to great thicknesses and high basal shear
stresses (Bentley 1987).

A summary of general results about the bed includes the
following:
• Efficient basal lubrication requires a thawed bed, so the

thermal state of the ice is important.
• Basal sliding (the water-lubricated motion of ice across

rock or till) depends on the water storage at the bed—
increased water storage causes the bed to become
smoother and speeds sliding (Weertman 1972; Kamb
1987). A variety of sliding "laws" are available in the litera-
ture, with and without cavitation (e.g., Weertman and
Birchfleld 1982; Fowler 1987).

• Water storage and water pressure increase with water sup-
ply in a steady basal drainage system fed by basal melt. Col-
lapse into low-pressure channels is unlikely for probable
basal water supplies (Walder 1982), especially over a soft
bed (Alley 1989a; Walder and Fowler 1994). The Humphrey
(1987) global-stress-balance limit on basal water pressure
becomes important only for extensive cavitation over beds
lacking steep bedrock obstacles (Alley in press).

Although efficient basal lubrication is theoretically possi-
ble from sliding with cavitation, efficient basal lubrication
is known to have persisted for more than a year or so only
for ice resting on soft till beds (e.g., Alley et al. 1987; Alley
1991; Clark 1992).
The shearing rate of soft sediment increases with the water
pressure and increases with a low power of the shear
stress. Observations and experiments have disagreed on
the stress exponent (e.g., Kamb 1991; Boulton and Hind-
marsh 1987). Where data are available, however, (Boulton
and Hindmarsh 1987; Blake 1992; Humphrey et al. 1993),
till shearing occurs at similar rates over a considerable
thickness. High stress exponents cause deformation to col-
lapse to a surface, whereas low stress exponents leave
deformation distributed over a considerable thickness
(Alley 1989b). The several-meter thickness of soft till
beneath ice stream B (Blankenship et al. 1987), and the
debris fluxes of the Lake Michigan lobe and other lobes of
the Laurentide ice sheet (Alley 1991; Johnson, Hansel, and
Stiff 1991) argue for a low stress exponent at those sites as
well.
Till sources and transport are important. A thick deforming
layer and a high ice velocity require large debris flux;
hence, till continuity must be modeled. Rapid till genera-
tion almost certainly requires a soft or unconsolidated
substrate. For unconsolidated subglacial sediments, the
water pressure plus soil-mechanical considerations may
allow estimation of sediment supply.
Sticky spots are important. Thin or discontinuous till, or
regions of large bedrock topography projecting into the ice
with or without a till cover, can greatly restrain the ice (e.g.,
MacAyeal 1992; Alley 1993; Humphrey et al. 1993; Anan-
dakrishnan and Alley in press; Alley et al. in press). In one
limit, the entire restraint of iceflow is provided by sticky
spots, and till continuity controls the size and extent of the
sticky spots.
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